
May 8, 2020 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  Kimberly Andrews Espy, Provost 
CC:  Taylor Eighmy, President 
  Veronica Mendez, VPBA 
From:  Department Chairs Council  
 
RE: Budget Planning 
 
Over the last week department chairs at UTSA have thoughtfully engaged with our deans and college 
chair colleagues in considering the current budget planning exercise that requires a 9% reduction to the 
FY21 budget and further contingent cost cuts of 4.5%.  Given college fixed salary costs for TT faculty, a 
cut of 9% in costs has a 4 to 9 times multiplicative effect in most budget categories representing 40% to 
almost 90% cut in most cost centers. A 9% cut in overhead and auxiliary services has no such 
multiplicative effects. Additionally, The FY 2020 budget shows an increase in non-faculty compensation 
of $11,415,191, and an increase in operations, maintenance and travel of $30,504,095. Those two 
increases alone represent approximately 9% of budgeted FY2020 unrestricted operating expenses.  
 
As a group we are committed to ensuring that student success and research excellence are maintained 
as the core principles underlying our budgetary decisions. We are very concerned that those two core 
principles will be seriously undermined by a 9% cut to academic programs. In looking at scenarios using 
this number, many, if not most, programs on campus will not be able to: 
 

1. Offer a significant number of classes currently listed in the fall 2020 schedule with departments 
having a higher number of NTT having the greatest reduction;  

2. Guarantee students the courses needed for progress to degrees and timely graduation; 
3. Maintain or grow student credit hours for programs within our departments; 
4. Support faculty research consistent with R1 trajectory; 
5. Retain key NTT faculty, many of whom are essential to the basic functioning of departments and 

student success since some departments rely on up to 90% SCH production by NTTS yet are 
being asked to reduce NTT salaries by as much as 48%. 

 
As such, we request that the total percentage cut to academic units, i.e. departments/colleges, be 
limited to no more than 5%. As we have looked carefully at higher percentage cuts, we are convinced 
that anything greater will gut the university´s mission to support student success and research 
excellence. To reach this goal, we recommend the following options be considered: 

1. Repurposing of the Strategic Investment Fund to cover some percentage being asked of 
academic units/programs; 

2. Reduction of overhead costs charged to academic units; 
3. Amending Assistant Vice Presidents/Provost (> 60) and above contracts and pay to 11 months. 

   
 


